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Nepleslian Treaty of YE 32

The Nepleslian Treaty of YE 32 (also called Yamatai-Nepleslia Alliance Treaty) was drafted by Hanako in
YE 32 as a means of reestablishing relations between the Democratic Imperium of Nepleslia and the
Yamatai Star Empire and to create an alliance to combat the Mishhuvurthyar. The current, revised
version was signed by Empress Himiko I. However, Nepleslia's Senate failed to approve it due to an NMX
attack on their Senate, which destabilized their government.

Treaty Conditions

This treaty creates an alliance between the Democratic Imperium of Nepleslia and the Yamatai Star
Empire.

Military

Military forces of both nations have free travel across allies' borders and through each other's open
space.
Military forces are not to enter the ally's star systems without permission.
Recognize ally ranks and titles.

Joint Task Force

Both nations will assign cross-nation sister units that would work together as a Joint Task Force.
The Joint Task Force will be responsible for establishing NMX intelligence sharing between parties
The Joint Task Force will investigate standardized supplies like rations, medical kits, etc that would
be shared between nations as needed.
The Joint Task Force will investigate the possibility of officer and soldier exchange programs.
The Joint Task Force will work together to combat the NMX threat with the mandate to protect
member's star systems and foster co-operation.

Civilian

Free and unrestricted travel and trade, other than restricted technologies, to the other nation is
allowed for citizens of both nations.

Persons crossing borders are subject to reasonable searches as a security measure and will
be required to follow that nation's laws.

Government

Open and ongoing communication with allies.
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No hostile or harmful action, overt or covert, against allies
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